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The best way to explore music? Play it.
Our catalog consists of some big works - and of some small 
works. Works that might not come across your radar during the 
normal course of events. We think that’s a pity, as Alry makes 
a point of publishing music that’s intriguing and, especially, 
enjoyable to play. 

In this Flute Sampler we’ve pulled together music that can be 
explored easily at home. Flute, piccolo, alto, and duet - though 
the duet might need multitrack recording if you don’t have 
another flutist in the family! Enjoy this music - and, of course, 
if you enjoy it enough consider the full works as new entries in 
your repertoire.

Happy playing!
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jef schampaert

belgië
Notturno e Danza 

Jef Schampaert

for flute and piano

The classical music of Belgium, over the last century, 
had a distressing tendency to disappear into libraries and 
back-catalogs almost as soon as it was written. There are 
exceptions here and there - Peter Benoit, François-Joseph 
Fétis, the violin-composer lineage of Henri Vieuxtemps and 
Eugène Ysaÿe - but, by and large, the greater proportion 
of Belgian output has simply never appeared amongst our 
contemporary repertoire.

And what a pity that is! The Flemish and Belgian classical 
traditions were both insulated from, and influenced by, 
the musical activity of greater Europe in fascinating ways. 
Impressionist treatment of tone color appears next to 
Hungarian rhythm;  touches of the late French Romantic 
lushness lie above a sparser Polish texture; serial and 12-
tone techniques are attached to, and grown from, traditional 
languages and forms. The resulting works are beautiful, and 
strange, and plot a history of the entry of musical techniques 
into the Belgian musical sphere.

The België Muziekrepertoire-Serie (Belgian Repertoire 
Series) is the first step at showcasing these works. Some have 
merely disappeared, stored in the back-catalogs of publishers. 
Tens of thousands more exist only in original manuscript 
form in the archives of libraries or private collections. 

Why? Well, as might be expected from a subject 
encompassing a century, thousands of composers, and tens 
of thousands of musicians - the answer is complicated and 
somewhat muddled. Part of it came from the decline of the 
individual Flemish voice as Benoit's new Flemish school grew 

in popularity and reach, despite its near-complete French and 
German sound, and the subsequent influence Benoit had on 
his students. Part of it was the overshadowing of the Belgian 
conservatories by their Italian and French counterparts. 
Part of it came from a sense of Belgian xenophobia as their 
colonial sphere of influence grew and shrank.

And, notably, part of the problem was simply a culture 
that overwhelmingly embraced the new in music. Though, 
perhaps, it is only from our perspective - as modern players 
looking for both intriguing new and old works to integrate 
into our musical worlds - that we see that tendency as an 
issue! This means that many of the works we're beginning 
to examine and publish have lain, untouched, for decades. 
We're thrilled to begin breathing new life into the real works 
of art in these Belgian archives and collections.

schampaert's notturno e danza

This particular work by Jef Schampaert, for flute and 
piano, bears many superficial similarities to our familiar 
French works. A 1952 required work for the Antwerp 
Conservatoire concours, it tests many of the same things 
that Taffanel and Gaubert were looking for - long phrases, 
quick technique, a sophisticated musical sense - but mixes 
in numerous influences and touches  of the Impressionists, 
particularly Debussy and Ibert. 

As no full recordings of this piece yet exist, here we 
provide the flute part in its entirety. What better way to 
audition an unfamiliar work, after all? What you won't hear 
while playing through this work alone is the intertwining 
piano part, more a partner than accompaniment, which 
lends lovely, unexpected harmonies and ideas.

Flute and Piano    Schampaert: Notturno e Danza (Introduction)

muziekrepertoire-serie  -  série de répertoire   -   repertoire series
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Schampaert: Notturno e Danza
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Flute and Piano    Schampaert: Notturno e Danza (3/6)
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Flute and Piano    Schampaert: Notturno e Danza (4/6)
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Flute and Piano    Schampaert: Notturno e Danza (5/6)
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Flute and Piano    Schampaert: Notturno e Danza (6/6)
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Spring of Vivaldi
from The Four Seasons, Op. 8, No. 1 

Antonio Vivaldi
arr. Jean Jacques Rousseau (1775)
edited by Stephen Preston

I. Allegro
  

for solo flute
 

This arrangement for solo flute of Spring, the first concerto 
of Antonio Vivaldi's Le Quattro Stagioni (The Four Seasons) 
Op. 8, No. 1-4, was made at Paris in 1775 by the philosopher 
Jean Jacques Rousseau, who we are more familiar with as a 
composer and a musical theorist. That Rousseau should make 
such an arrangement is not so surprising; arrangements 
of popular pieces were common in the eighteenth century, 
bringing opera, dance, and concerts into the household. And 
in 1770s Paris - well, Vivaldi's Seasons were all the rage.

Rousseau lowers the key of the original work by a tone, 
taking it from E major to D major, and thus putting it in the 
natural scale of the eighteenth century flute. In piano passages 
he generally lowers the relevant section by an octave. He 
also cut several bars from all three movements, made some 
rhythmic alterations, added a few little ornaments, and 
occasionally amalgamated two different parts to successfully 

condense a full orchestral work into something suitable for 
a single player.

Further additions in this edition include slurs and 
dynamic markings added according to the original concerto, 
as well as the suggested interpretation of appogiaturas 
and articulation symbols, and the substitution of "tr" for 
Rousseau's "+" and "~".

    - Stephen Preston
                // period performance expert          
the sonnet

The original descriptive sonnet on which the work 
was based (extract below) is unsigned, though it's thought 
that Vivaldi might have written the sonnets for the Seasons 
himself. As Vivaldi published the concerti with these sonnets 
included, the works might be considered one of the earliest 
examples of explicit program music.

Here, we've included the lines of the sonnet embedded in the 
score. 

Flute     Vivaldi/Rousseau: Spring of Vivaldi - I. Allegro  (1/3)

Vivaldi/Rousseau: The Four Seasons, Op. 8, No. 1 (Spring) - I. Allegro 
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In the 21st century we tend to look at these solo-instrument arrangements of popular works as musical curiosities. 
In a sense, they are - it's much easier to play or listen to the full works today, even the large-ensemble works. We have an 
advantage today, of course; when we want to listen to a song we can open Spotify. But before recorded materials - before CDs, 
tapes, record players, and cylinders - published sheet music, from a single page to multi-volume collections, was the only way 
to bring music into the average household. It's not a surprise that this form of music has waned as recorded music as waxed.

But, in another sense, these types of arrangements are alive and well in the form of pop, movie, and musical solo 
arrangements (and, more and more often, with audio backing tracks). Why? Because they're fun. Because they allow anyone 
to play music they enjoy, even if not in the original form.

That's why we still publish music like this arrangement of Spring. Music for pleasure, pop or classical, is a lovely thing to 
preserve and share.

Flute     Vivaldi/Rousseau: Spring of Vivaldi - I. Allegro  (3/3)
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six distinct characters while utilizing the full range of the 
piccolo and some extended techniques. Although technically 
difficult, the performer should strive to play each movement 
with overabounding character and a sense of fun.

Tempi are approximate and the performer should give 
space and expression to the music when he or she deems 
appropriate.

     - Dana H. Joras
                       // composer          
performance notes
One should play these pieces in a singing manner, consistent 
with the vocal nature of the original melodies. A flexibility 
of tempo can work well, provided that one maintains a good
sense of continuity and flow, once again in keeping with 
the spirit of the originals. The performance of ornamental 
figures presents an interesting problem. Ideally they should 
sound as if the player had added them to a more skeletal 
structure, but in actuality quite a number of these figures 
already appear in the original melodies.

Piccolo     Joras: Quirks of Quarks - 5. Top  (1/2)
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for Solo Piccolo 

Quirks of Quarks
Dana H. Joras

5. Top  

for solo piccolo

Quarks, as far as we know, are the smallest pieces of matter 
that exist. That's why we call them elementary particles. 
Quarks are the little bits of matter that make up the more 
well-known neutron and proton.

Quarks are differentiated by their "color" (though it has 
nothing to do with actual color as we think of it, it's just an 
arbitrary name for the property), their charge, and their 
mass. There are six types of quarks designated by the names 
up, down, charm, strange, top, and bottom.

This piece uses the appropriately named particles to portray 
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V. Dana H. Joras: Quirks of Quarks - 5. Top
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Oceanic Images
Henry Sussman

III. The Sun-touched Waves
 

Henry Sussman's upcoming Oceanic Images, for solo alto 
flute, gives a sense that this is what Janáček might have 
written had he been more deeply steeped in Impressionism. 

This third Image focuses on creating a smooth, melodic line 
using larger intervals, with an emphasis on bringing out the 
richer sound of the low register.for solo alto flute
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the sun-drenched depths
Henry Sussman

Score

for solo alto flute
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The works within range from easy to late intermediate, and 
expose players to the intrigue and playfulness of the modern 
musical language.

performance notes 
This duet, The Animated Puppets, relies heavily on a return to 
a crunchy major second interval - the puppets falling forward 
and jerking on their strings. These dissonances are less 
dissonant than they are playful; imagine it as movie music, 
with each gesture accompanying a puppet's movement.

(?)

II. Allegro 
from Crystalline Miniatures

for C flute duet

Robert Schultz's Crystalline Miniatures collection is divided 
into two parts - the first for solo flute, the second for flute duet 
- and is especially useful for teachers to use with students. 

Flute Duet     Schultz: Crystalline Miniatures - The Animated Puppets  (1/2)
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